
DJ Bobo, Black Rain
REFRAIN:
Should we stay or runaway
Thats the price we have to pay
And then before we fade to grey, the message is love 
Tell me where the sky is blue
Theres a place for me and you
Believe in what can guide us through, the message is love 

Refrain B:
Rainforrest can survive, rainforrest save our life
If theres a wind of change, the message is love
Protect the seven seas, protect the helpless trees
We need the wind of change, the message is love 

Verse 1:
Black rain falling on me
Black rain is all that I see
Black rain colours the sand
Too fast - I dont understand 

Verse 2:
Black rain made out of steam
Black rain to the extreme
Black rain - what can we do
Too fast - a nightmare comes true 

Rap 1:
False prophets talking about, - our life our destiny
Rainforests still alive, - sounds like a joke an irony
The air smells dirty- we can all see pollution
To heal the world, - is not a game or an illusion
We see the world hunger, not enough to eat 
We close our eyes, - walking through the lonely streets
Strange disease, - theres nothing, theres no cure
Cancer, aids - and much more we know for sure 

Rap 2:
Sometimes we get angry, theres no focus in our life
When people get hungry, they gonna learn how to survive
homeless people, - concealed in the street 
With no hopes and no dreams, with no shoes for their feet
How many guns - they have to melt they have to burn
Return to good sense, when will we ever learn 
Fighting this freedom, - for everyone, for you and me
I know that this world, - is the place, for us to be 

Rap 3:
Theyve got drugs for children, sniff to be free 
Theyve got so much corruption, this is all what I can see 
Respect yourself - you dont need that pack of crack
You only live once and youre not coming back 
Spread your arms - against the wall youre not to small
Thats all, to call, - whos next in the line to fall
This world is in motion, - runs faster and faster 
We pray for a wind of change, dont want that disaster
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